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Louis Theroux’s The Night in Question and Mothers on the Edge
to premiere on BBC Knowledge

View trailer here
Brand new Louis Theroux specials The Night in Question and Mothers on the Edge will have their
Australian premiere on BBC Knowledge on June 27 and July 4 respectively. In The Night in Question,
Louis examines the rise of sexual assault cases on American university campuses and in Mothers on
the Edge he embeds himself in specialist psychiatric mother and baby units in the UK to examine
postpartum mental illness.
The Night in Question – Thursday 27 June at 8.30pm
Louis heads to America’s East Coast to explore the rise of sexual assault cases on university
campuses. He meets young men accused of rape and sexual assault who, while not guilty in a court
of law, are being taken through specialist investigations by the universities – and face expulsion if
found responsible for the alleged assaults. Louis also talks to complainants who feel let down by the
current legal system. They argue that these investigations are righting a long-standing wrong. And
he hears how professionals are trying to establish new rules of consent among America’s younger
generation.
Mothers on the Edge - Thursday 4 July at 8.30pm
Pregnancy and motherhood are often hailed as the happiest time in a woman's life, but it can also
be a time of extreme stress and psychiatric difficulty. Louis returns to the UK to spend time in three
specialist psychiatric units, which treat mothers experiencing serious mental illness whilst allowing
them to live alongside their babies. Immersing himself on the wards, he meets women who have
been admitted with a range of serious conditions - including depression, anxiety and psychosis often triggered by birth or the strains of motherhood.
As he follows the patients and their families both in hospital and recovering back at home, Louis
explores what lies behind their recent crisis and discovers the immense challenge in caring for two
people in the most vulnerable state of their lives.
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NOTES TO EDITORS
About BBC Studios in Australia & New Zealand
The BBC Studios business in Australia and New Zealand is primarily content sales and branded
services, with a newly established production arm. It wholly owns seven channels: BBC First, BBC
UKTV, BBC Knowledge and CBeebies on Foxtel and Fetch TV in Australia; BBC Living on Fetch TV; and
BBC UKTV and BBC Knowledge on Sky TV in New Zealand. It distributes great British content from
the BBC and other British producers to free-to-air, subscription channels and SVOD platforms and
works with partners to bring BBC Studios DVDs, consumer products and live events to the local
market. The new production arm in Sydney will produce BBC formats for the local market and create
new IP.
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